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Structure of the presentation
• Background
•
•
•

Work-Life Balance (WLB) – levels of analysis
Characteristics of Finnish culture
Finnish context for WLB

• Individual and family level of WLB in Finland
•
•

Experiences of Finnish dual career couples
Experiences of Finnish dual career expatriate couples

• Organizational level of WLB in Finland
•
•

•

•

Organizational family-friendly policies and practices
Work-life balance at the company level in Finland

Societal level of WLB in Finland
• Finnish family leave and childcare system
• Consequences of the family politics into the labor market
• Family leave transformation effort
• Finland compared to the other Nordic countries
WLB issues in Japan
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WLB - levels of analysis
• Work–Life Balance (WLB) definition
• the division of one's time and focus between working and
family or leisure activities

• Individual/family
• Experiences of individuals and families
• Individual life management, family dynamics

• Organizational
• Family-friendly practices and working culture of organizations
• Flexible working time practices, child care and leave
arrangements

• Institutional
• Welfare state regimes, labor market and social policy
18/04/18
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Characteristics of Finnish
culture
•

In Hofstede’s (1980; Hofstede Insights 2018) crosscultural comparison in the scale of masculinity-femininity
Finland is a feminine country
•
•
•
•

vs. Japan is a masculine country

•
•
•
•
•

•

emphasizes quality of life and well-being
“working in order to live” rather than “live to work”
incentives such as free time and flexibility are favored
places a high degree of importance on leisure time
driven by competition, achievement and success
norm of hard and long working hours, workaholism
hard for women to climb up the corporate ladders
does not put that much emphasis on leisure time

Both Finland and Japan are characterized by people have
an inner urge to be busy and work hard
18/04/18
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Finnish context for WLB
• In Finland dual-earner model (= both men and
women work) is common
• High female full-time employment rate
• Women often work in different occupations, in
lower positions and get paid less than men
• Men often work longer hours than women
• Women are still in charge of most of the
housework and childcare
• Ageing population and decreasing birth rates
are reasons why work-life balance has risen as
a topic
18/04/18
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Experiences of Finnish dual
career couples
• Dual career couples = both spouses hold a
professional, managerial or entrepreneurial position
• Domestic work is shared the most equally among
couples where the woman or both spouses have a
career status (Känsälä & Oinas 2015; Känsälä 2012)
• Three patterns of division of domestic work among
dual career couples
• Traditional: traditional gender division
• Equal: domestic work shared equally
• Ambivalent: more equal than among spouses in
general but still not totally equal, mixed feelings
18/04/18
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Experiences of dual career
expatriate couples
•

Dual career expatriate couples = both spouses had a
career at least before the international assignment of the
expatriate (Finnish)

•

Three career coordination strategies for these couples
(Känsälä, Mäkelä & Suutari 2015; Mäkelä, Känsälä &
Suutari 2011)
• Hierarchical: The expatriate’s career prioritized, the spouse’s
career secondary. Issues for the couple relationship.
• Equal: Both careers equally important, compromises for both
careers. Couple relationship as important as the careers.
• Independent: Both follow their careers, careers prioritized.
Living apart strains the couple relationship.

•

Traditionally the hierarchical strategy has prevailed but
equal and independent becoming more common
18/04/18
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Organizational family-friendly
policies and practices
• Reasons for companies to adopt familyfriendly policies and practices:
1. Social responsibility
2. Business reasons
• promoting WLB can improve the firm’s image when competing
of the best talents
• 75% of firms thought being 'family-friendly' was important
in European Business test panel 2009
• well-being at work increases productivity, etc.
• long working hours decrease productivity and harm health

• WLB in companies is realized through familyfriendly working culture, flexible working time,
child care and leave arrangements
18/04/18
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Work-life balance at the
company level in Finland
•

The “blind spot”
•

•

•

•
•
•

Good child care leaves and kindergarten systems at the
societal level, companies may think the society has
already taken care of WLB issues.
Companies may think that WLB is a private issue, not
related to the company.

Flexible working time arrangements quite
common, like distant work and flexible working
hours
Child care and leave arrangements by the
company are less frequent
Workplace attitudes towards men's’ parental
leave use are more negative than for women's’
For small businesses long care leaves of
employees are problematic

18/04/18
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Finnish family leave and
childcare system
•

Maternity leave for the mother
•

•

Parental leave (the child is about 3–9,5 months) for either parent
•

•

Paid similarly as the maternity and parental leave.
About 80 % of the fathers use the 3 week period and about one third
the extra 6 week period.

Home care support (until the child is 3 years old) for either parent
•

•

70 % of the wage. Mainly taken by mothers.

Paternity leave for the father (3 weeks + 6 weeks = 9 weeks)
•
•

•

Until the child is about 3 months . 90-100 % of the wage.

The monthly pay equivalent of about 45 000 yen month. Some
municipalities also pay an extra sum. Mainly used by mothers.

Subjective right to childcare
•
•

Public daycare available for every Finnish child.
The cost is equivalent of about 38 000 yen maximum per month.

18/04/18
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Consequences of the family
politics to the labor market
•

Public daycare system supports female full-time
employment

•

Men often use their few weeks paternal leave but
much less longer periods

•

Home care support benefit has been criticized as it
keeps women away from the labor market for a long
period

•

As the women mainly use the benefits, it has an
adverse effect to their careers, salaries and pensions

•

Women in high positions have fewer children than
men in high positions. Work and family reconciliation
is biggest problem for the professional women.
18/04/18
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Family leave transformation
effort
•
•

•

•

•

There has been a call to change the family leave
system
The current government tried to renew to family
leave system to increase the female
employment rate. The main proponent was the
National Coalition Party.
More family leave to ear-marked to fathers to
increase their participation and change the
home care support
The Centre Party wanted to preserve the home
care support and the transformation needed to
be cost-neutral
Transformation was halted in 2018 but all the
parties wish to push the reform forward again in
the near future
18/04/18
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Finland compared to the other
Nordic countries
•

Finnish children start nursery later than elsewhere in
the Nordic region. Home care support is not used in
other Nordic countries except for Norway. (Newsletter
from the Nordic Labour Journal 2/2018)

•

E.g. in Sweden women’s part time work is more
common than in Finland

•

In Sweden there men take about 28 % of the parental
leave. There is a 3 months quota for the father only
(in Iceland too).

•

Lesson from the other Nordic countries: to
significantly increase the fathers’ participation is to
have “use it or lose it” quota for fathers: if the father
doesn’t use it, the family loses that part of the child
care leave.
18/04/18
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WLB issues in Japan
•

Ageing society and declining birth rate is an issue.
Government pushes for a working style reform.

•

In companies parental leaves have been implemented. But mainly
women are using them and not considered as “ideal workers”.
Flexible working time systems have also been implemented.

•

Japanese workers prioritize their jobs even though many hope for
more balance between work and life.

•

Resilient gender division of housework and child care that causes a
career woman’s “second shift.”

•

Few women in top management and a gender pay gap. Re-entry
to the working market after child care leave can be hard.

(The Japan Times – Work-life Balance, 2018)
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Thank you!
Questions or comments?
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§ This presentation is only using my own experience. I have only lived a short time in

Japan and met not so many people. So I probably have missed something critical.

§ When living in Japan I have noticed the place you live has big difference how

persons live. I have lived 6 months in Southern Kyoto and 5 months in Ishikawa.

§ I am not allowed to mention my company, so I will speak most of the time about our

neighbors and Japanese friends. I will not specify any names.

§ My views are strong, so you understand the differences. In real life they are not this

strong.

§ I like both cultures and don’t like to say any bad from them, they are different and

we have to appreciate and understand that.

§ Both cultures have good and bad, but my speech is more on the side that what is

different in Japan. As I ,as a Finnish person, cannot easily judge behavior that is
normal in home country.

§ Name: Antti Heikkinen

§ Family

§ Born in Turku, 1984

§ Wife

§ Education: Automation engineer, Metropolia

§ Son, born in 2012

AMK, Finland
§ Work

§ In Finland have worked with automation

equipment, maintenance and development tasks §

§ Manager on Maintenance team from 2009->
§ 15 engineers as sub ordinates
§ Current work includes production transfer to Japan

§ Lived
§ In Finland: Close to Helsinki, Klaukkala
§ In Japan: 6 months in Kyoto and now 5 months in

Ishikawa

§ Appreciating personal life and time
§ Humans need time to relax
§ Work for a reason
§ At work: Use the best from each human
§ At work: Mindset about deadlines

§ Daughter, born in 2016

Hobbies
§ Cars
§ Renovating houses
§ Skiing

§ What does marrying mean
§ Love
§ Form a family
§ Supporting your family

§ Roles of husband and wife
§ Is money only support?
§ Finnish Family vs. Japanese are really different
§ Finnish are doing everything together
§ Japanese live together and many cases husband support the financials.

§ Taking care of children
§ Is it a family thing?
§ I visiting kids health check
§ Being the first ever dad to visit the health center, kids health check day/

§ Japanese work because they have a work and meaning to society
§ Proud of what ever they are working at
§ Proud of having a job
§ Work is meaning for living

§ Finnish work because they need to. For supporting their leisure activities (“free

time activities”)

§ Work is a must to support your family and hobbies
§ Meaning of work is not so important
§ Value for free time is very high
§ How to get that?

§ By using flexible working hours we have many benefits;
§ Worker has an incentive on working efficient
§ Worker has more freedom on choosing how to get to project finish
§ Work quality is high
§ If you mess up, you need to fix it. It means more work = less time with the family

§ Worker can choose when he needs more “relax time”
§ When working, worker can give 100%

§ No need to stay at office and look busy
§ When busy, stay for a while longer
§ When not busy, go home.

§ Workers have time with their families
§ Your work has to make you happy, as you work half of your time
§ But also your free time has to make you happy to relaxed so you have the strength to work half of

your time

§ How do you get most of the new employee?
§ Does the company need to supply work for all people who apply for a job?

§ In Finland hiring a new employee is a big task and requires a lot of time. Only really

carefully planned roles are filled with the best people.

§ In Japan Company cares more about the society and try to get work for everyone.

Even if it isn’t always the best position for the employee.

§ In Finland employees role are very wide and big.

§ Role can be like “Take care of the production area as an production engineer”
§ Person is supposed to work on all tasks that are under his role.
§ How to control all needed tasks are actually done if people have freedom?
§ Employees know about profitability calculations and take that into account when working
§ If too lazy, no profit for company. If working efficient, profit for company.

§ In Japan I feel the roles are much more strict and controlled

§ Role will include only couple of tasks and they are very clearly stated.
§ Person is only supposed to do the listed tasks
§ How to control every person have even amount of workload?
§ If some new tasks come up, fairly easily you need to hire new persons.
§ Employees are not thinking about profitability, as it is not their role.

§ “Deadline” is a term which is showing the biggest role in differences
§ Project X, Deadline Y
§ Japanese, plan the project very carefully. Do all required documentation before starting

actual task. On the date the deadline is do the actual task
§ You don’t know beforehand is the task a success or not

§ Finnish, make a quick draft about the task. Go and test the first revision, maybe fail,

improve it, improve it more, be ready before deadline.

§ Did make only very small planning and almost to no documentation.

§ The negatives of both cultures
§ Project X, Deadline Y

§ Japanese, did the task on deadline
§ Did look lazy most of the time (documentation)
§ Did the task work or did it fail?
§ If failed, no time to fix
§ Was it finished in time?
§ If the workload was under estimated. Employee has a lot of stress and needs to work late
§ Finnish, used a lot of time on getting the task to work
§ Forgot the planning and documentation
§ Because bad documentation the task can fail very soon or in the future
§ Did work by trial and error
§ This can many times generate extra costs

§ Positives in both cultures
§ Project X, Deadline Y
§ Japanese, planned the project very carefully
§ Good documentation to make sure the project is a success in future and may not need a lot of work

during usage

§ Maybe cost savings by good planning

§ Finnish, at deadline the project worked probably very good
§ Employee looked very busy, because was doing the visible work
§ It was so much tested during project time that the performance is good
§ But it can make problems fast without proper documentation
§ Probably did work before due date.

§ People try to spend their time where they are happy
§ Life for a Japanese is work
§ Life for a Finnish is free time and family

§ Japanese work culture aim for longevity
§ Finnish work culture aim for be first in the finish line

§ Japanese companies care more about the society
§ Finnish companies need to think more about profitability

§ Japan

§ Finland

§ This is my place/area/track, I’m on here!

§ I feel Finnish people are afraid for any contact with

§ Example: You ride a bicycle and someone is coming

others. So it is easier to think “Oh, you are also here,
please, you have the needed space.” Without saying
or looking at all on other people.

from the opposite way. They will not watch out!

§ Example: You ride a bicycle and someone is coming
§ Example 2: You are walking down the street. Again

someone is coming from the opposite way. They will
not watch out. They will be really sorry when they hit
you, but will not watch out beforehand

§ It is like Japanese have defined what route and where

they are going. They will not change that or give any
room for others.

§ Man and Woman are usually married
§ It does not mean they live together. If

they live together it does not mean
they sleep in same bed or even same
room.
§ Their life are very different to each
others
§ They don’t discuss together that much
§ They live in different city or country
§ They enjoy most the time without the

other half

from the opposite way. From far away you will see that
the person coming to you is moving to the side so you
clearly know where to ride without crashing. You will
not look at each other

§ Example 2: You are walking down the street. Again

someone is coming from the opposite way. If person
is walking on same side as you, well before, you or
the person will change the side. Without looking or
saying anything.

§ Husband

§ To make sure(support) wife,kids and

own parents have house and food
(money)
§ Is not taking responsibility for how
family daily life is going
§ Is very little with the family
§ Wife

§ Is responsible for all family things
§ Taking care of children etc
§ Is responsible for all activities that are

not related to husband work

§ Like fixing the house, snow work, buying

food, making food etc

§ Finland
§ Most couples in Finland are not married

§ Many get married only because it will help if

something bad happens to other half
§ They share a bedroom and bed even from the early
stages
§ They do most of the things together
§ Many finnish friends have said that they could not
tolerate “Japanese style relationship” because couples
are too far a part from each other. They are not like a
couple in Finnish thinking.

§ Husband

§ Is the more muscular person, so handles where more

strength is needed
§

Snow work, fixing the house etc

§ Wife

§ Is capable to give birth to a child and can feed her for

1-2years.

§ But it does not mean that husband will not take of the baby
for that time
§ Takes more care about the cleanliness of home and

making food
§

Usually, but husband are more helping at home than in
Japan

§ Couples

§ They make sure own family have a house and

food(money)

§ Don’t so much care about own parents
§ They take care of the kids together

§ Try to spend as much time as possible with the kids
§ Both parents work.

§ Japan

§ Finland

§ People join “some” company after college

§ People try different companies during life
§ If they are not happy they change
§ If they get better deal they change
§ If they see better opportunities they change

for life.

§ Company is chosen by the reputation.

§ After joining the company, company “owns”

the employee.

§ Company tells your role and location
§ Company will try to find some work for you

what ever happens

§ Example: I joined the company because I

had heard good about it. I was studying
technology but now work at HR because it
was assigned to me. I don’t like this so
much, but this is my work.

§ Recruiting takes a lot of time and strength.
§ Company wants best benefit from the

employee, so they hire only suitable person

§ Person wants to learn more about own

expertise.

§ Both win,
§ Company gets a expert and motivated worker.
§ Person has some new challenges that he like.

